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The Spirit Catches You and
You Fall Down Neal
Enterprises INC
Maui is sacred places, ancient
artifacts, and the dark lava of
the deepest passions. Nothing
ever goes easy for detectives
Lei Texeira and Michael
Stevens. An investigation into
heiau desecrations takes a
back seat to the emergence of
an enemy who targets those
closest to them, shrouding the
bodies as a calling card. Lei
and Stevens face challenges
of the body, mind and heart in
the the bestselling Lei Crime
Series. "Neal is a powerful

writer, and her prose is often
effortless and elegant." Kirkus
Reviews
Wired Secret Neal Enterprises INC
����������“Persist
ently riveting! Masterful.”
~KIRKUS REVIEWS�����
����� Detective Lei Texeira
flees hazy memories of a dark past,
but nothing gets in the way of
solving her cases in Hawaii! Binge
read this box set of USA Today
bestselling books and discover you
can't read just one! Blood Orchids:
Black sand beaches and steaming
volcanoes are the backdrop for
murder as young patrolwoman, Lei
Texeira, discovers the bodies of
two drowned girls and attracts the
attention of a killer with ties to her
own dark past. Torch Ginger: The
stunning cliffs and pristine beaches
of Kauai have drawn Lei to a fresh
start, but only she can untangle a
mystery of missing persons with
madness at its heart. Black Jasmine:
Cruise ships and art galleries hide

dark secrets as Lei and her partner,
Stevens, move to Maui to build a
life together...but trouble follows
them in paradise. “Neal’s writing
is persistently riveting...Masterly.”
Kirkus Reviews Grab this fast paced
box set with a twist of romance, and
take a trip to Hawaii with the series
that’s sold more than a million
copies!

Poison at the Village Show
Harper Collins
Westleham Village 1947.
It’s the Westleham village
show and with the war
finally over, everyone is
looking forward to a pleasant
day. But newcomer, Martha
Miller doesn’t share the
excitement. Because since
her husband Stan left for
work one day and never
returned, Martha has been
treated as somewhat of an
outsider in Westleham. The
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village gossip is that Martha
must be to blame.... Martha
hopes she can win her fellow
villagers over with her
delicious homemade plum
gin. But as glasses of the
tangy tipple are quaffed,
disaster strikes! Chairwoman
of the village show, Alice
Warren, slumps to the
ground - poisoned! As fingers
of suspicion again point
Martha’s way, she’s
determined to prove her
innocence and find the real
culprit. And she’s ably
helped by the new vicar,
Luke Walker. But who would
kill Alice and why? And will
Luke and Martha discover
who is behind the poisoning
before it's too late? Find out
in a brand new Martha
Miller mystery from
bestselling author Catherine
Coles. Praise for Catherine
Coles: 'An utterly charming
1940’s mystery. Definitely a
new series addiction!'
Bestselling author Debbie
Young. 'Pure mystery buff
entertainment' Library
Bookwatch Perfect for fans of
Lee Strauss and Beth Byers!
Blood Orchids Minotaur Books
Paradise swirls with deadly
currents. ? She has to avenge a
champion. Surfing star Makoa
Simmons washes up after
tragically drowning on Maui,
and Detective Lei Texeira
plunges into a high-profile case
whose dark and tangled

motives reach deep into the elite
world of professional surfing
on the North Shore of Oahu.
He’ll kill to come out on top.
The darkest of motives drive a
murderer with multiple axes to
grind, and Lei must follow her
instincts into new territory even
as her husband, Michael
Stevens, struggles with
heartbreak of another kind.
“Another fantastic mystery
featuring Lei Texeira and the
wonderful, deftly drawn
characters populating the Lei
Crime Series.” Emily
Kimelman, author of the
Sydney Rye Mystery Series
Grab this fast paced mystery
with a twist of romance, and
take a trip to Hawaii with the
series that’s sold more than a
million copies!
The Silence of the Lambs
Macmillan
After this logging season,
I’m never having sex again.
Because: reasons. But first,
I have a gig earning room
and board and ten thousand
dollars by ‘entertaining’ 8
lumberjacks. Eight strong
and strapping Paul Bunyan
types, big enough to break
me in two. There’s Lincoln,
the leader, the stern, silent
type... Jagger, the Kurt
Cobain look-alike, with a
soul full of music and
rockstar moves... Elon &
Oren, ginger twins who
share everything... Saint,
the quiet genius with a
monster in his pants… Roy
and Tommy, who just want
to watch... And Mason, who
hates me and won’t say

why, but on his night tries to
break me with pleasure.
They own me: body, mind
and orgasms. But when they
discover my secret--the
reason I’m hiding from the
world—everything changes.

The Alkaline Reset
Cleanse Neal
Enterprises INC
Danger stalks paradise.
The past never stays
buried. Sixteen years
ago, Sergeant Lei
Texeira met Harriet
Vierra and Malia, the
infant she adopted, in a
deadly encounter in
Mexico. Now a
detective with the Maui
Police Department,
Harry works with Lei,
and Malia, a teen
sleuth, is determined to
find her lost friend
Camille. But Camille is
only one of many
missing girls. Young
women are vanishing
across the islands
without a trace. Lei and
Harry search for
answers with the FBI,
as Malia secretly
conducts her own
dangerous
investigation: but for
the girls taken by
traffickers, time is
running out. "My
favorite series of all
time!" ~Reviewer
Zo� Bakes Cakes
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Cambridge University Press
For fans of The Glass
Castle and Educated, comes
mystery author Toby
Neal's personal story of
surviving a wild childhood
in paradise.Born in 1965 to
hippie surfer parents who
just want to ride waves,
use substances, and hide
from society, red-headed
Toby grows up as one of
only a few hundred
Caucasian "haole" people on
the rugged, beautiful North
Shore of Kauai,
Hawaii.Toby's idealistic
parents, breaking away
from high achieving
families, struggle with
mental health and addiction
issues as they try to live
according to their own
rules. Despite the hardship
and deprivations of life on
Kauai, they return again
and again to an island
whose hold on them is
more powerful than any
drug.Told from the
immersive, first-person
view of a child experiencing
turbulent times as they
occur, Freckled will take
you on a journey you won't
soon forget as Toby
catches an octopus with her
bare hands to feed the
family, careens on her first
bike down a rugged dirt
trail deep in the jungle, and
makes money by selling
magic mushrooms to a drug
dealer. Living in tents and
off the land without
electricity or
communication with the
outside world, Toby
escapes into reading and

imagination to deal with
racial harassment and
indifferent parenting.
Sensitive, imaginative, and
resilient,like a surfer girl
Anne of Green Gables.
Toby clings to a dream of
academic achievement and a
"normal" life. "Neal's prose
is often effortless and
elegant." ~Kirkus Reviews
1000 Things Worth
Knowing Boldwood Books
Ltd
The renowned novel from
crime fiction master
Raymond Chandler, with
the "quintessential urban
private eye" (Los Angeles
Times), Philip Marlowe •
Featuring the iconic
character that inspired the
film Marlowe, starring Liam
Neeson. Philip Marlowe's
about to give up on a
completely routine case
when he finds himself in
the wrong place at the right
time to get caught up in a
murder that leads to a ring
of jewel thieves, another
murder, a fortune-teller, a
couple more murders, and
more corruption than your
average graveyard.

The Thing About Love
A&C Black
IACP AWARD FINALIST
• The expert baker and
bestselling author behind
the Magnolia Network
original series Zo�
Bakes explores her
favorite
dessert—cakes!—with
more than 85 recipes to
create flavorful and
beautiful layers, loafs,

Bundts, and more. “Zo�’s
relentless curiosity has
made her an artist in the
truest sense of the
word.”—Joanna Gaines, co-
founder of Magnolia
NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST COOKBOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY TIME
OUT Cake is the ultimate
symbol of celebration,
used to mark birthdays,
weddings, or even just a
Tuesday night. In Zo�
Bakes Cakes, bestselling
author and expert baker
Zo� Fran�ois
demystifies the craft of
cakes through more than
eighty-five simple and
straightforward recipes.
Discover treats such as
Coconut–Candy Bar Cake,
Apple Cake with Honey-
Bourbon Glaze, and
decadent Chocolate
Devil’s Food Cake. With
step-by-step photo guides
that break down baking
fundamentals—like
creaming butter and
sugar—and Zo�’s expert
knowledge to guide you,
anyone can make these
delightful creations.
Featuring everything
from Bundt cakes and
loaves to a beautifully
layered wedding
confection, Zo� shows
you how to celebrate any
occasion, big or small,
with delicious homemade
cake.
Dark Lava Neal
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Enterprises INC
The dramatic history of
America's tropical
paradise The history of
Hawaii may be said to be
the story of arrivals—from
the eruption of volcanoes
on the ocean floor 18,000
feet below, the first
hardy seeds that over
millennia found their way
to the islands, and the
confused birds blown
from their migratory
routes, to the early
Polynesian adventurers
who sailed across the
Pacific in double canoes,
the Spanish galleons en
route to the Philippines,
and the British navigators
in search of a Northwest
Passage, soon followed
by pious Protestant
missionaries,
shipwrecked sailors, and
rowdy Irish poachers
escaped from Botany
Bay—all wanderers
washed ashore,
sometimes by accident.
This is true of many
cultures, but in Hawaii,
no one seems to have
left. And in Hawaii, a set
of myths accompanied
each of these
migrants—legends that
shape our understanding
of this mysterious place.
In Paradise of the Pacific,
Susanna Moore, the
award-winning author of
In the Cut and The Life
of Objects, pieces

together the elusive,
dramatic story of late-
eighteenth-century
Hawaii—its kings and
queens, gods and
goddesses, missionaries,
migrants, and explorers—a
not-so-distant time of
abrupt transition, in which
an isolated pagan world of
human sacrifice and strict
taboo, without a currency
or a written language,
was confronted with the
equally ritualized world of
capitalism, Western
education, and Christian
values.
Secrets Between Us
Government Printing Office
#1 bestselling author Maya
Banks continues her
suspenseful and steamy
Slow Burn series with this
second book—a twisting tale
featuring a strong yet
vulnerable heroine in
danger and the sexy alpha
hero who must save her.
Abandoned as a baby to a
young wealthy couple and
raised in a world of
privilege, Arial has no hint
of her past or who she
belonged to. Her only link
lies in the one thing that
sets her apart from
everyone else—telekinetic
powers. Protected by her
adoptive parents and hidden
from the public to keep her
gift secret, Ari is raised in
the lap of luxury, and
isolation. That is, until
someone begins threatening
her life. Beau Devereaux is
no stranger to the strange.
As the head of Deveraux

Security, he’s more than
familiar with the realities of
physic powers. So when a
family friend approaches
him about protecting his
daughter, he’s more than
ready to jump on board.
What Beau isn’t prepared
for is the extent of his
attraction to his beautiful
and powerful client. What
began as a simple
assignment, just another
job, quickly turns personal
as Beau discovers he’ll do
anything at all to protect
Ari. Even if it costs him his
life.
Rosemary and Crime Neal
Enterprises INC
An award-winning author
tells the stories of the
audacious American
politicians, military
commanders, and business
executives who took it
upon themselves to depose
monarchs, presidents, and
prime ministers of other
countries with disastrous
long-term consequences.
Wired Revenge Toby Neal
The New York Times
bestselling author of
Suddenly One Summer
blows the covers of two
FBI agents who can’t hide
who they are from each
other... FBI agents Jessica
Harlow and John Shepherd
have a past. The former
lawyer and cocky Army
Ranger clashed during their
training at Quantico and
gladly went their separate
ways after graduating from
the Academy. Six years
later, the last thing either
of them expects is to be
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assigned to work as
partners in a high-profile
undercover sting. For both
of them, being paired with
an old rival couldn’t come
at a worse time. Recently
divorced from a Hollywood
producer and looking for a
fresh start, Jessica is eager
to prove herself at her new
field office. And John is just
one case away from his
dream assignment to the
FBI’s elite Hostage Rescue
Team. In order to nail a
corrupt Florida politician,
they’ll have to find a way to
work together—a task that
becomes even trickier when
they’re forced to hole up at
a romantic beachfront
resort as part of the
investigation. Suddenly, the
heat behind their nonstop
sparring threatens to make
the job a lot more
complicated... READERS
GUIDE INSIDE

Overthrow Hay House,
Inc
Winner of the National
Book Critics Circle
Award for Nonfiction,
this brilliantly reported
and beautifully crafted
book explores the clash
between a medical center
in California and a
Laotian refugee family
over their care of a child.
Rip Tides Ten Speed
Press
I’m Kat Smith, a Secret
Service agent turned
postmaster sleuth,
assigned to cover a
cozysmall town on Maui

called Ohia. Things have
been nuts since I got
here; I’ve been dealing
with murder, mayhem,
and a cozy little mystery
since I moved into a
shack near the beach and
was adopted by a stray
cat named Tiki who has a
nose for dead bodies.
Now it’s “Hawaii time” to
solve another murder
mystery in paradise with
new friends Opal, Artie,
the Red Hat Society
ladies, and a hot pilot
named Mr. K. Assisting
us are tech whiz Sophie
Smithson and Detectives
Lei and Pono of the Maui
Police Department. If
we’re lucky, no one will
get hurt solving this latest
small town cat-
astrophe—but I’ve never
been particularly lucky.
"My new favorite cozy
mystery series. A laugh
on every page!"
~Reviewer
Trader Vic's Book of
Food & Drink Neal
Enterprises INC
����������WIR
ED ROGUE, second in
series, is FREE!
���������� If
Lisbeth Salander and
Jack Reacher had a
Black/Thai love child,
she'd be Sophie... and
she's a badass. �� BUT
SOPHIE'S IN TROUBLE.
� Her mom is an
assassin who wants to

kill her and take her
babies � Her cyber-
vigilante ex-boyfriend is
now a cult leader �
There's a handsome
Frenchman making eyes
� She has a newborn
baby, a toddler, a ninja
nanny and two dogs to
deal with while trying to
move into a new house �
But right now, maybe she
should just put on a bra
and get ready for a
showdown,, because
Mama's comin' to get her.
Paradise can’t contain an
evil that’s sworn
revenge. What would you
do if your mother wanted
you dead? Sophie has
fought hard for a measure
of peace and safety for
her loved ones, but her
assassin mother, hidden
behind a beautiful new
face, has other plans for
the family. Sophie will
need her friends, lovers,
and dogs to have her back
when she takes on an
enemy that no one ever
sees coming. “I love how
this author keeps
changing it up! I never
know what to expect in
these books.” R,
Goodreads
Cumulated Index to the
Books FSG Originals
One letter a week for
fifteen years. 780
identical white envelopes
brimming with my
sister's darkest secrets.
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All the intimate details of
a life as different to mine
as could possibly be. I
read each letter slowly to
make sure I understand it
perfectly, one day very
soon it will be a matter of
life and death... At the
end of each letter, after
signing her name, there is
always one final
sentence: Don't forget to
burn this letter. I'll let
you decide if I do... A jaw-
dropping psychological
thriller that you will read
in one sitting. If you loved
dark, twisty thrillers like
The Girl on The Train,
The Couple Next Door
and Friend Request, this
unputdownable novel will
have your heart racing
long after you've finished
reading. What readers are
saying about Secrets
Between Us:
'FABULOUS! TEN
STARS! The writing is
wonderful, the story
mesmerizing, and the
characters realistic and
believable. I had to rush
through the final few
pages at the end because
I couldn't stand the
suspense and just had to
know the ending... I loved
everything about this
book and highly
recommend it!'
Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars 'This was one heck
of a ride from midnight to
3am. I couldn't seem to

stop reading, I tried really
hard to shut down my
kindle, but I had to get to
the ending... An addicting
ride... I literally felt like a
fly stuck in a spider's web
who had to keep reading
to escape. The scenes
caused a tidal wave of
emotions to arise, it had
me going OMG
constantly... can be called
nothing but addictive,
unputdownable, and a
joyride!!' Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars 'An
intense, crazy awesome
psychological thriller! I
thoroughly enjoyed this
book, it had me up most
of the night reading! My
husband slept soundly
beside me and at times I
wished he was up, the
book so SO CREEPY. It's
that uneasy feeling!... I
genuinely enjoyed
reading Secrets Between
Us!' Cloud of Thoughts, 5
stars 'I would give this
book more stars if I
could!!!! Holy cow was
this a thrilling book! ... I
really loved this book and
recommend reading if you
love a great thriller!'
Dawn Mequio, 5 stars
'The ending is superb,
brilliant even and left me
with the book-hangover
from hell... I still can't get
that ending out of my
head.' Jenny O'Brien
Writer, 5 stars
Wired Ghost Farrar,

Straus and Giroux
Trader Vic's extensive
travel throught the
Hawaiian and South
Pacific islands was the
source of his interest in
Polynesian food and drink
(especially rum). He
gives menus and recipes
for south Sea dishes and
suggestions for party and
room decorations.

Stolen in Paradise
Penguin
**Want to start reading
where it all began?
Blood Orchids, book 1
in the Paradise Crime
Mysteries, is free!
Paradise is filled with
dead men walking. He
had everything ahead of
him. The handsome son
of a Senator lay posed
on his bed, drug
paraphernalia on the
side table, along with a
goodbye note...but
something doesn’t add
up to suicide for
Special Agent Lei
Texeira and tech agent
Sophie Ang. An angel
of death is still an
angel. Even dying
people need a little help
taking that last step to
die with dignity, and
Lightbody is the one to
push them over the
edge. Can Lei and
Sophie stop a criminal
who’s sure he’s doing
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the right thing? "Toby
Neal scores a royal
flush in this fifth of an
unmissable crime series
for mystery fans!" J.C.
Martin, author of Oracle
Grab this fast paced
mystery with a twist of
romance, and take a trip
to Hawaii with the
series that’s sold more
than a million copies!
Paradise Crime
Mysteries Books 1-3
Neal Enterprises INC
*****Nine for the cost
of four!***** Detective
Lei Texeira flees hazy
memories of a dark
past, but nothing gets in
the way of solving her
cases in Hawaii! Binge
read this box set of
USA Today bestselling
books and discover you
can't read just one!
BLOOD ORCHIDS:
Black sand beaches and
steaming volcanoes are
backdrops for murder
as patrolwoman Lei
Texeira discovers the
bodies of two drowned
girls and attracts the
attention of a killer.
TORCH GINGER:
Stunning Kauai has
drawn Lei to a new
island, but can she
untangle a mystery of
missing persons with
madness at its heart?

BLACK JASMINE:
Cruise ships and art
galleries hide cruel
secrets as Lei and her
partner, Stevens, move
to Maui to build a life
together; but trouble
soon follows them to
Maui. BROKEN FERNS:
Lei’s first FBI case on
the island of Oahu
involves the stolen
airplane of a mogul and
a teenaged “Robin
Hood” who steals from
the rich to give to the
poor. An anarchy
movement is sparked
that has deadly
consequences.
TWISTED VINE: A
bizarre series of
suicides hint at a
sinister online ring at
work on Oahu. Lei and
her friend Sophie must
track down the truth
before more lives are
lost. SHATTERED
PALMS: Endangered
native birds on Maui
attract a poaching ring
whose members meet a
deadly opponent hidden
in plain view. Lei’s so
busy tracking the
murderer she might
miss her own wedding.
DARK LAVA:
Desecrated Hawaiian
sites and a terrible
murder close to home

threaten Lei and
Stevens’ future as they
solve crime on Maui.
FIRE BEACH: An
arsonist with a chip on
his shoulder meets a
killer who leaves a
shroud as a calling card.
Both must be stopped
before they murder Lei
and her family. RIP
TIDES: A surf star dies
tragically on Maui, and
Lei pursues justice to
the prestigious Triple
Crown of Surfing
contest on Oahu. Grab
these fast-paced
mysteries and take a
trip to Hawaii with the
series that’s sold more
than a million books!
“Neal’s writing is
persistently
riveting...Masterly.”
Kirkus Reviews
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